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are obtained. as shown in Figure 5. The .\ mass resolution (figure 6) is about four times better than in OCR Output
lected. The reconstruction oftracks and vertices has started. and clean signals from .\. .\ and K" decays
During the first Pb beam run of WA97. about (if) million events of central Pb-Pb collisions were col
with -lO reconstructed tracks going through the four pixel planes is shown in figure 4.
ofsilicon pixels xx ith a cell size of 75 pni x 5OO pm. giving a total of BOOK channels. A field-offevent
tion with the RDI9 group. ln 1994 we operated. for the first time in an experiment. four BO cm; planes
centred on a telescope of silicon strips. silicon pads and silicon pixel detectors developed in collabora
l6O A GeV/it Pb-Ph collisions at the ()NlI{(ii\ Spectrometer with an apparatus (sketched in figure 3)
The WA97 (`ollaboration is currently studying the production of strange particles at central rapidity in
STATUS ()I<` WA97
mentioned above going to the much heavier Pb-Pb system.
tion, statistics and phase space coverage. We shall then be able to follow the evolution ofthe effects
the strange particle signals detected by WA85 and WA94. with a considerable improvement in resolu
The first results from the WA97 silicon telescope (see below) indicate that we shall be able to detect all
collisions.
with those of WA85 have been obtained in WA94, again a wire—chamber experiment, studying S-S
ing in a hadronic fireball is a particularly slow process on the collision timescale. Results compatible
of deconfined quarks and gluons (QGP), since the equilibration of these rare antibaryons by rescatter
This has been put forward [2,3] as an indication that the system undergoes a phase transition to a state
come close to chemical equilibrium among particle species even t`or the rare multi—strange antibaryons.
even more enhanced than E` and El [l]. This unexpected effect seems to indicate that the system has
s l=2) than for .\, A and KU (l .s |=1). The first results on Sl` and IIT (f .s |:3) suggest that they arement increases with the strangeness content of the particles i.e. it is larger for E“ and ET (strangeness
with respect to negative particles is observed when going from p-W to S-W collisions. This enhance
tiparticles). As is shown in figure 2, a clear enhancement of the relative yields of Kg, A, A, E` and E
Figure I shows the complete series of signals detected in WA85 (Kg, Kf, K`; A, E`, Sl` and their an
strange particles were detected by a system of suitably modified multi—wire proportional chambers.
in 1987, with the first S—W run of WA85. In WA85, the tracks emerging from the weak decays of
The study of the production of strange hadrons in nucleus—nucleus collisions at OMEGA started back
INTRODUCTION
WA97 collaboration, and by most of the Alice Inner Tracker community.
in the program outlined here has been expressed by most ofthe institutes currently participating in the
nucleus collisions and for the development ofdetectors for the Alice experiment at LHC. Strong interest
In this memorandum we discuss a plan for a comprehensive study ofstrangeness production in nucleus
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and bussing. We could also profit from the possibility of increasing the spatial precision of our teleOCR Output
more strictly the Alice specifications in terms of segmentation. material thickness. read—out, mechanics
gressively replace the existing detectors in the telescope with new ones. developed taking into account
going from 1997 to 2000, a crucial period for the finalization of the i\lice components. we would pro
and accelerate the development of detectors for the .·\|ice lnner Tracking Sy stem t l'l`S i. Over the years
We intend to take advantage of this longer schedule: it gives tis the unitjtte opportunity to continue
beam titne over a period of four calendar years.
could be cotnplctcd in such a short time. 'fliercfore we think that it is realistic to spread thc necessary
from the different rctjuireinents ofthe various ion experiments and make it unlikely that the programme
month of beam time. However. constraints on the choice of beam energy and projectile type come
In principle this programme could be completed in one or two years. since each run needs about one
tors. to measure the rapidity density separately for positive and negative tracks.
strange particles. For this purpose. we plan to upgrade our setup with a sy stem. based on pixel detec
ber. hence the entropy per baryon. in the same phase space region where we study the production of
strange particle results. we intend to estimate both the produced entropy and the scattered baryon nttm
per elementary nucleon-nucleon interaction [5]. ln order to constrain further the interpretation of the
The onset of a phase transition is expected to be accompanied by an increase of the entropy produced
the transition energy. and then drop [4].
at first increase, due to the increased baryon stopping and hence baryon density, reach a maximum at
been recently suggested that in a QGP scenario as the collision energy is lowered these ratios should
to study more closely the energy dependence of the effects, and look f`or a possible threshold. lt has
processes setting on at large energy densities, e.g. a phase transition to QGP. One could then proceed
in proton reactions would suggest that the large values measured at 200 A GeV/t· might be due to new
the ratios between (anti—)baryons of different strangeness (e.g. E I / .\) towards the values they have
of interest to study the evolution of their yields relative to one another. Por example, the decrease of
40 A GeV/rr). While the absolute yields of strange baryons and antibaryons will decrease, it will be
Such a study should start with a Pb run at the lowest beam momentum attainable in the SPS (about
the use of beams of lower energy should have priority over the use of projectiles of intermediate mass.
to see whether the effect can be made to disappear by going to lower beam momenta. We think that
have observed depends on the collision energy and on the projectile mass. To this end, we want first
to be answered. For example, we would like to know how the pattern of strangeness enhancement we
We think that some additional questions, beyond those currently addressed by WA97, will then need
ion collisions.
obtained with the lighter systems shall put additional constraints on the competing models of heavy
hotter and denser system than S-W or S-S. The comparison of the WA97 results with those already
These runs shall allow us to study the abundances of various species of strange particles in a larger,
the WA97 runs planned in 1995 and 1996, i.e. before the presently projected shutdown of OMEGA.
Under the current planning our study of Pb—Pb collisions at 160 A GeV/t· should be completed within
FUTURE PLANS FOR PHYSICS AND DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT
few hundred MeV/t·, i.e. a substantially larger window than in the WA85 and WA94 experiments.
of 1996. Its acceptance will cover the two central units of rapidity down to transverse momenta of a
The two—telescope set—up is expected to be completed for the last scheduled run of WA97, at the end
been approved by the SPSLC. A new generation ofpixel detectors has been designed for this purpose.
The addition ofa second telescope, which extends the WA97 acceptance towards higher rapidities, has
WA85 and WA94. which used MWPCs with sulphur beams.
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extension of the use of such detectors to K" llllCl`l-Cl`OlllCll`\` and cliarin detection OCR Output
crodetcctors in the the study of nucleus-nucleus collisions at high interaction rates. ln particular. we are investigating the
\\`c are presently exploring what additional pllystes pitsstlllllllcs coultl bc ollcretl by thc cinploynicnt ol silicon ini
window by using a second. inorc evolved telescope. This will end the \\'.~\97 prograinine in l99o.
We intend to pursue this experiment. as approved by thc Sl’Sl.(.`. with an extension ofthe phase space
tions; the tirst results indicate excellent reconstruction eflieicncv and ltltts> resolution of this svstem.
erated 30()t)(l0 channels of Si pixel detectors with associated Si strips and Si pads in Pb-Pb interac—
duction when comparing proton· and sulphur- induced reactions. ln \\’.»\97 we have successfully op
ln the experiments \\’.»\85 and WA94 we have observed an unexpected behaviour of strangeness pro
SUMMARY ANI) CONCLUSIONS
candidates which could be adequate.
we could use one of the smaller magnets available at CERN. and we have identitied two or three
ofthe existing large spectrometer magnets besides OMEGA i.e. Goliath and NA49. Otherwise
• a magnetic field of around 1.5 Tesla over appropriate dimensions. lt could be provided by one
use of the Pb beam time independently of the NA52 schedule.
preferable, as besides ensuring us full control of the beam line, it would allow us to make f`ull
our target: this seems to be feasible with the currently installed optics. The H4 option would be
allow both experiments to run simultaneously, provided that the beam is properly ref`oeussed on
the possibility of making use of the ions which do not interact in their apparatus. This would
behind NA45. As NA45 does not stop the beam in a zero—degree calorimeter, there would be
the possibility of installing the experiment either in H4, after the completion of NA44, or in H8,
• a beam line capable of delivering 10** Pb ions per spill with a O(l mmz) spot. We are studying
lf this is not possible, alternative options would require:
This scenario could be cost effective and we suggest it should be evaluated.
ourselves, except for the operation of the magnet.
traditional OMEGA support group. Such an obstacle could be overcome if we ran the whole system
to an extension ofour activity in OMEGA would be the current plans to dismantle what remains ofthe
magnet activities will actually be required until after the year 2000. Then the only remaining obstacle
after 1996/1997 is still under discussion and that it seems unlikely that the floor space for the LHC
succesfully operate at OMEGA. We note that the continuation of beam extraction to the West Area
Clearly we think it is regrettable to move and re-install in another beam line the apparatus we already
the date presently foreseen for the closing down ofthe OMEGA Spectrometer.
protons, spread over a further four years after the end of our approved programme in 1996 i.e. after
The implementation of the new programme would require about four months of ions plus 6 months of
SCHEDULING AND BEAM LINES
of the groups involved in the Alice ITS.
to all parts of the ITS, in a combined effort between most of the present WA97 collaboration and most
real-life studies of all ITS detectors. We therefore plan to extend the detector development activities
collisions at high interaction rates provided by our experiment would offer a unique opportunity for
gas microstrips. The high granularity, high resolution environment for the study of nucleus—nucleus
scope by the use of silicon drift detectors 1. The lever arm could be extended by employing silicon and
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Fig . 6 The .\ peak in the pr mass spectrum from the sample ol tigure 5. OCR Output
around the Kb'. .\ and .\ ellipscs are v isible.
Fla. 5 .·\rinenteros—Podolanski plot froin a sntall sample of \V.~\97 PIw»l’b data. Acctiintilations
lieltl was oil`.
viewed looking down the telescope towards the priinarv interaction vertex. The magnetic
Fla . 4 A Pb-Pb event with 40 reconstructetl tracks as detected by the Si pixels. The event is
Pie. 3 Sketch of the \VA97 apparatus.
Calculated froin published \\/ASS data |o.7.8].
negative particles of lil'. .\. .\. EZ and E te.g. <.\ i h` tea ft \ h ·, (( 1.
Pig. 2 Ratios between the S—W andthe p-W values ofthe relative abtiiitlaiices with respect to
Pia. l Strange particle signals detected by WA85.
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tribute with the expertise and the specialists for advanced particle detectors.
laborations around WA97 and Alice ITS. CERN should assume the coordination ofthis effort and con
The (relatively modest) financial and manpower needs for this programme would be met by the col
field integral.
area in the H8 or, preferably, in the H4 beam line; we would also need a magnet of moderate size and
evaluation of its cost—effectiveness. lf this proposal turned out to be not feasible, we would need an
beam. The present position in the West Hall would be preferred by us and we ask for an unbiased
We think that this program will lead us to the year 2000. We would need an experimental area in a
density environment is motivated by the immediate physics interest and by the interest for Alice.
fruitful: the development of new silicon detectors and their implantation and testing in a high particle
and testing of detectors foreseen for the Alice Inner Tracking System. This combination would be
Furthermore, we would like to combine these, possibly crucial, measurements with the development
event
intermediate mass) beams and measure positive and negative particle densities individually for each
in the collision. We therefore would like to take measurements with lower energy (and eventually
to study this effect under different energy densities and have information about the entropy produced
For 21 clearer picture ofthe physics involved in the observed strangeness enhancement, we would need
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